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‘infusion study’ + hydrocephalus

216 publications



Clinical indications

▪ Normal pressure hydrocephalus

▪ Evaluation of CSF diversion

➢ Shunt function

➢ ETV function



Infusion test – general principles

Two 25 G needles – ventricular access 
device or shunt reservoir (if proximal to 
valve)

Pressure transduced to patient monitor and 
ICM+ 

Evaluation of baseline ICP

Infusion of 1.5 mL / min of normal saline

Constant flow rate – syringe driver

Infusion continued until plateau reached



Idiopathic normal pressure hydrocephalus

➢ Adam’s triad

• Ataxia

• Urinary incontinence

• Cognitive impairment

Decreased production and absorption of CSF

Decreased elasticity of periventricular tissue

Small vessel disease in deep periventricular white matter

Decreased clearance of metabolic waste products

? Overlap with Alzheimer’s disease

➢ Investigations

• Determination of R out

• Improvement in symptoms with prolonged CSF drainage



Imaging - MR



INFUSION

1.5 mL / min

– Rout of 18 mmHg / mL / min

– PPV 92 %

– NPV 34 %

R out

12 mmHg / mL / min

Boon A, Tans JT, Delwel EJ et al. Dutch normal pressure hydrocephalus study: prediction of outcome after shunting by 

resistance to outflow of cerebrospinal fluid. J Neurosurg 87:687 – 693, 1997. (n=101)

Rise in Rout with age

20 years 12

40 years 14

60 years 16

80 years >18

Czosnyka M et al J Neurosurg 

94:482-6, 2001



Diagnosis of shunt malfunction

▪ Clinical
➢ Headache, nausea, vomiting, drowsiness

➢ Abdominal pain

➢ Increasing head circumference

▪ Radiological
➢ Increase in ventricular size

➢ Reduction in subarachnoid space
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Pleural complications

▪ Breathlessness

▪ Pleural effusion





▪ Largest observational study of the infusion test

▪ Routine use over 17 years – 1992 to 2009

▪ 1423 patients, 2665 studies; all adults

▪ 47 % NPH



Interpretation

▪ Shunt pre-chamber required

▪ Ventricular catheter patency

▪ Opening pressure - > 5 mmHg above shunt operating pressure

▪ Comparison with critical threshold for shunt (in vitro tests)

➢ High baseline pressure

➢ High R out

➢ High RAP (> 0.6)

➢ High AMP ( > 2 – 4 mmHG)

➢ High E (> 0.20 L / mL)











Proximal catheter block

▪ Complete occlusion
➢ No pulse waveform (sometimes respiratory only)
➢ Rapid rise in recorded pressure to shunt pressure on infusion
➢ Distal occlusion – very rapid rise

▪ Partial occlusion
➢ Low amplitude pulse waveform
➢ May vary with increasing infusion

▪ Slit ventricle syndrome
➢ No pulse waveform
➢ Improves on infusion or distal occlusion
➢ High ICP

Czosnyka Z, Sinha R, Morgan J et al. Shunt testing in vivo: observational study of problems with ventricular 
catheter. Acta Neurochir Supple 2016; 122-353-6. 



▪ 20 children in three years

▪ Definitive results in all of them

▪ All difficult patients
➢ Cerebral palsy

➢ Equivocal radiological change

➢ Chronic symptoms

➢ Surgery of careful follow-up

➢ Close ophthalmological surveillance
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Tests Results:

[ CSF Infusion Test ]

Infusion rate [ml/min] 1.50 Calculation mode dynamic
One needle only no Shunt type Sophy-Programmable
Shunt setting 70
ICP baseline [mmHg] 1.86 ICP plateau [mmHg] 9.75
AMP baseline [mmHg] 1.09 AMP plateau [mmHg] 1.06
Rcsf [mmHg*min/ml] 5.42 Elastance [1/ml] 0.10
PVI [ml] 23.15 Pss [mmHg] -2.69
CSF production rate [ml/min] 0.84 Volume infused [ml] 42.36
Infusion duration [min] 28.24 Normalised Error [%] 2.061
Shunt critical ICP [mmHg] 82.95 Shunt resist. [mmHg*min/ml] 5.30
Comments
The shunt appears to function properly







Failed ETV

After shunt insertion



Bulk flow across the stoma, or evidence of global CSF absorptive capacity?



Conclusions

▪ The infusion study remains an important method in the 
evaluation of CSF dynamics

▪ It is particularly useful in paediatric practice to determine 
shunt malfunction in difficult cases

▪ It is also helpful in ETV when ventricular change is minimal



Thank you
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